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F-KTP10: How to test entanglement for meson-antimeson systems?
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Also in particle physics basic questions of quantum mechanics can be raised and the peculiar
behaviour of entanglement can be investigated, which is the basic ingredient for the future
technologies such as quantum information and quantum communication. A Bell inequality
- analogous to the entangled photon system - can be derived, however, the inequality is not
violated because of the ”unfortunate” constants in these systems. However, these entangled
meson-antimeson systems offer other properties - not analogous to other known spin-1/2
systems - which open new insights, e.g. that the violation of the CP symmetry is related
to entanglement. Another approach to study entanglement is via decoherence models. New
data from the B-meson factory of the KEKB collider in Japan (BELLE detector) or the new data
from the K-meson factory of the DAPHNE maschine in Italy can be used to get upper bounds
on decoherence and to test/exclude different decoherence models. Surprisingly, it turns out,
that the parameter extracted from the experiments are in simple connections to mathematical
and theoretical concepts which in this way are directly confronted with experimental data.
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The trigger system of the ATLAS detector aims to maximize the physics coverage and to be
open to new and possibly unforeseen physics signatures. It is a multi-level system, composed
from a hardware trigger at Level-1, followed by the High-Level-Trigger (Level-2 and Event-
Filter). In order to understand its performance, to optimize it and to reduce its total cost, the
trigger system requires a detailed simulation which is time- and resource-consuming. An al-
ternative to the full detector simulation is a so-called ’fast simulation’ which starts the analysis
from particle level and replaces the full detector simulation and the detailed particle tracking
with parametrized distributions obtained from the full simulation and/or a simplified detec-
tor geometry.
The fast simulation offers a less precise description of trigger performance, but it is faster
and less resource-consuming. Arbeit unterstützt vom Bundesministerium für Bildung, Wis-
senschaft und Kultur.
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At the start-up of LHC one expects parts of the ATLAS detector to be missing. This layout is
called initial layout, whereas the fully staged detector is called complete layout. B-physics
channels were simulated, reconstructed and analyzed using the software tools of ATLAS Data
Challenge-1 (DC1). The performance of the detector with respect to quantities relevant to the
analysis of the Bs → Dsπ channel and the validation of the full chain generation-simulation-
reconstruction-analysis were evaluated for the initial and complete layout.
Arbeit unterstützt vom Bundesministerium für Bildung, Wissenschaft und Kultur.
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